Insurance Companies Agree, FORTIFIED Protects Homes & Reduces Damage

Most Carriers in Alabama Offer

DISCOUNTS UP TO 55%

For Homes Meeting the Rigorous Requirements of the FORTIFIED Home Standards.

Three Levels of Protection. Three Tiers of Saving.

FORTIFIED Roof
Strengthens the roof system and minimizes the chance of water entering your home.

25 - 35% Discounts*

FORTIFIED Home - Silver
Strengthens windows, doors and other vulnerable areas to keep wind from causing serious damage.

35 - 45% Discounts*

FORTIFIED Home - Gold
Securing roof to walls and then anchoring walls to foundation offers maximum protection from wind.

45 - 55% Discounts*

* Alabama Wind Mitigation Benchmark Discounts (Applicable to Wind Premium)

These discounts are not subject to any "total maximum credits" rule. Benchmark discounts are effective January 1, 2018 and are subject to change. Rates vary by insurer. Additional discounts for wind/hail premiums are available, visit www.aldoi.gov for more information. Applies to the following counties: Mobile, Baldwin, Washington, Escambia, Covington, Geneva, Houston.